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TIME TO
METROMIX
THINGS UP
By: John Bray
Right: Two (2) MetroMix Temperature Controllers installed on a hot water system in the
basement of the Langham, Chicago hotel.

he notion that, “Change is
the only constant,” applies to
basically everything, including
our water. Between a growing
population, aging infrastructure,
and efforts to improve water supply
and delivery, municipalities around
the country are changing water
treatment methods and these
changes may necessitate equipment
changes. Broadly speaking, changes
to our water in the way of chemical
treatment is leading to faster scaling,
damaged valves and an increase in
the need for maintenance on some
equipment. Of course, with increased
maintenance comes increased
costs and that is likely a sign that
it is time to change more than the
maintenance schedule.
The Langham, Chicago – one of only
four Forbes Five-Star Hotels in the
city – recently found itself in this
exact position and recognized the
need for change. As a property that
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prides itself on offering exquisite
accommodations and service, The
Langham needs everything - both
front and back of house - to work
flawlessly and the hotel’s pair of
thermostatic valves, for domestic
hot water temperature control, were
proving unreliable for the more than
300 guest rooms. In short, regular use
of the system was leading to frequent
maintenance (approximately every
six months) and the costs associated
with these rebuilds/replacements
were mounting.

legacy thermostatic valves, and
Metropolitan’s MetroMix Stainless
Steel Electronic Mixing Valve is a
premier example. After meeting
with both the plumbing contractor
and the chief engineer at The
Langham, Metropolitan engineers
determined the failing system could
be drastically improved if the dated
thermostatic valves were removed
altogether and replaced with a
reliable MetroMix system.

Though thermostatic mixing
valves have been a mainstay in the
plumbing industry, the design of
these devices often makes them
unable to handle today’s evolving
demands and water characteristics,
especially on a larger scale.
Fortunately, electronic mixing valves
are an emerging industry option
proving to be a contemporary
and reliable replacement to the

In many ways, this retrofit was
standard, despite being different
from our double-valve preferred
piping schematic, but there was one
distinct difference: The water had to
remain on. After all, it is hard for a
luxury hotel to offer luxury without
water for hours on end. To allow
for “on the fly” installation that was
seamless for guests, we added one
MetroMix Temperature Controller to

Challenge Meets Solution
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what really gets you out of hot water
(metaphorically speaking, of course).
Ingeniously Interoperable
Even a quality hot water system can
be found lacking if it is cumbersome
to maintain and monitor. Our
MetroMix valves overcome this
potential downfall by integrating
important safeguards. In addition
to enabling the activation of an
auto-shutoff if critical temperature
is reached, the system allows
our temperature precision to be
monitored and controlled through a
building’s automation system.

each valve. Finally, two independent
MetroMix Temperature Sensors were
installed to ensure that our uniquely
tight temperature parameters remain
steady at all times. However, reliable
water temperature is only one of
the benefits. In addition to allowing
the hotel to seamlessly upgrade
to more advanced technology,
electronic mixing valves offer two
distinct benefits that can lead to cost
savings and a more rapid return on
investment.

accurate within 1-2 ºF. This accuracy
offers a consistent experience and
more efficient performance (i.e.
cost savings becomes a natural
byproduct) without any adverse
affects to the overall system.

Thermostatic mixing valves, by
design, have a large pressure drop
across the valve that reduces flow
rate capacity, but the MetroMix valve
is a full-ported globe style mixing
valve. This design often allows us to
supply a smaller body size MetroMix
Premium Performance
when compared to the existing
thermostatic mixing valve. In fact, as
Rather than being hindered
was the case at The Langham, we
by inherent design limitations,
were able to provide a 2.5” national
electronic valves are built to regulate pipe thread (NPT) in lieu of the
temperature with greater precision
existing 3” NPT thermostatic mixing
than their thermostatic counterparts. valve while still meeting the flow
The MetroMix in particular uses a
requirements of the hotel. These
modulating, motorized stainless
benefits make for a more reliable
steel valve which, when paired with
system overall, but the connected
our temperature sensors, helps
nature of every MetroMix system is
to maintain a temperature that is

Alarm notification is achieved via
the standard design of the MetroMix
controller incorporating dry contact
alarms and an alarm relay, which
can be used to actuate a safety valve
in, for example, an alarm condition.
The controller can easily connect to
a building automation system (BAS)
via an optional Building Automation
and Control Network (BACnet)
module to communicate multiple
pieces of vital data seamlessly to the
BAS. This connection – not possible
with thermostatic valves – allows
maintenance to be informed of an
abnormal situation as quickly as
possible.
Today, more than a year after the
installation of our MetroMix system,
The Langham has not needed any
servicing, a notable break from
its previously needy thermostatic
operation. We call that a success.
And the 300 plus guest rooms
pumping out water at the perfect
temperature seem to back our claim.
To learn more about the MetroMix
and how it might be the solution
for your building application, call or
email Mike Temes at 815-886-9200 or
mtemes@metropolitanind.com.
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WE’RE GOING DIGITAL!
Follow the chart below to learn what steps you need to take to
ensure you still receive The Currents Newsletter when we go
digital with our Winter 2017 issue.

It’s about time.

Visit our website and sign
up to receive our electronic
newsletter.

This is an outrage.

Call us at 815 886 9200 and
let us know you want to
remain on our mailing list.

www.metropolitanind.com

That’s it?
That’s it?
That’s it.
You’re all set! Make sure to
add us to your Contacts List
so the newsletter never gets
sent to junk mail.
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OUR SEAL,
YOUR APPROVAL
By: John Bray
Emecole, a Metropolitan Industries company, recently assisted in an experimental project where the concrete was cast off site and
brought to the build location of a municipal structure on the east coast using a specific line of epoxies and polyurethane foams to
seal and repair foundational cracks.

hether you are talking
about a home, an office
building, or a municipal
facility, a good foundation is critical
to the performance of the structure
as a whole. Typically, concrete
holds up fairly well, but even the
best poured foundations can fall
victim to cracking as the earth shifts,
the building settles, and the water
around that foundation tries to
sneak its way in. For a long time,
these cracks were best attended to
with 1) a shrug of the shoulder or 2)
more concrete to patch the wound.
Neither, however, is ideal. As water
threatens to damage equipment
and overall building health, a more
effective solution is key.
Cue Emecole, the newest edition to

the Metropolitan Industries family.

a municipal or commercial scale.
Though Metropolitan pumps and
Acquired by Metropolitan in the
control systems can help you move
fall of 2016, Emecole has been a
water where it needs to go, the
trusted manufacturer and supplier
Emecole system can help you keep
of epoxies and polyurethanes for the water out. Now, rather than planning
repair of poured foundation cracks
to completely gut a foundation,
for nearly 30 years. Today, using
replace a wall, or call in a fleet
the same innovative dual-chamber,
of cement trucks, basement and
low-pressure crack injection system
crawl space contractors can turn
developed by Emecole founder Louis to Metropolitan’s Emecole line of
Cole, we use a specific line of epoxies injection sealants and patented tools
and polyurethanes to seal and repair to eliminate water seepage and the
foundational cracks. Though this
infiltration of moisture and/or soil
system has been used in more than
gases.
150,000 concrete repairs thus far, we
are more excited about how it can
To learn more about this acquisition
help our customers in the future.
or the Emecole family of products,
please contact your sales engineer or
Replacing damaged infrastructure
visit our website at emecole.com.
can be expensive, especially on
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PUMPING UP
PERFORMANCE
WITH THE XTB
By: John Bray
Both images: A prefabricated booster pump system for smaller municipalities in an
insulated traffic box style enclosure. This enclosure is accessible from both the front
and back sides as shown.

n a perfectly flat world, a
community’s potable water
pressure would be maintained
with a water tower using little more
than the force of gravity. However,
we all know the world is round, and
when water needs to make its way
across – or, more accurately, up –
more rugged landscapes, delivery
becomes complicated. To help
overcome this challenge and ensure
adequate water delivery across
difficult terrain to more rural areas,
booster pumps are used; however,
these pumps tend to come with their
own set of challenges.
Though standard booster pumps
have typically met the basic
expectations associated with water
delivery, they often leave a lot to be
desired, especially when considering
packaging and protection from
the elements. Further, from the
perspective of the water operators
who are tasked with servicing these
pumps and related components,
standard booster pumps are far from
perfect.
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The Problem
In typical waterworks applications a
booster pump package is enclosed
in a fairly small fiberglass tilt-up
enclosure (a clamshell case). From
the standpoint of surface area,
these packages are great because
they maintain a small footprint,
but that footprint comes at a cost
the operators must pay. Fitting all
necessary components into such
a small space with a single access
point complicates maintenance.
Because access is limited, simple
tasks are often made difficult and
when working in the field – and in
the elements – that is a problem.
Then again, working in the elements
can be a problem for these
enclosures, too.
Despite the appeal of fiberglass,
these shells often do not hold up
well over time when exposed to
cold temperatures, blazing sun, and
whatever else nature may bring.
As the material begins to become
brittle, the critical components it

contains are at risk. Further, by their
very construction and size, these
cases do not allow for additional
equipment that can help the overall
longevity of the product, such as
internal climate controls. With
these limitations, it is easy to ask
one simple question: Why are these
tightly-packed, fiberglass-bound
systems in use?
The answer is simple: For a long
time, this booster package was the
only option and the industry as a
whole stuck with the classic, “If it’s
not broken, don’t fix it,” approach.
Though that motto works for a
lot of things, it did not work for
us. Metropolitan recognized the
inefficiencies inherent to existing
booster pump systems and the need
to focus on both the basic functions
and overall serviceability, ease of
use, and the operator experience. In
other words, we knew there was a
better solution and we knew that this
better solution would involve more
than just a functioning pump.
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Performance Comes Standard

But we did not stop there. For our
XTB Systems to offer real value to the
Metropolitan’s XTB Booster Pump
market, something that recognized
System is designed to deliver
the needs of those accessing the
water to hard-to-reach locations
water and those servicing the
while streamlining the operator
system, we designed the XTB with
experience. With the reliability of
the operator in mind. By designing
our time-tested pumps (available
a more accessible enclosure layout,
as 2” with flows up to 60 gpm
water operators working with the
and 3” with flows up to 140 gpm),
XTB can easily access whatever they
ensuring the flow of water was easy. need without having to work through
To guarantee that our XTB System
or around other components. Back
would be broadly compatible, we
to back access doors help make
also designed our 2” version to run
this possible, but we also eased
7.5hp pumps on single-phase or
troubleshooting for the life of the
three-phase power as the latter is
product. When maintenance is
not always a cost-effective option in required, Metropolitan’s intuitive
rural areas. Finally, every XTB is built touchscreen interface eliminates
into an insulated steel enclosure
keystrokes and walks the operator
that allows for better ingress
through every process, much like an
protection and control of the internal ATM.
environment when compared to
With the manual built directly into
most clamshell cases. This enables
this electronic interface – eliminating
the system to maintain an ideal
the need to lug around and keep
environment for our efficient,
track of a paper copy – all necessary
variable frequency drives through
the inclusion of an air conditioning
information is at the operator’s
fingertips when and where they
unit and two 1500 watt redundant
need it most. Finally, every XTB
heaters.

Booster Pump System also comes
standard with remote monitoring
free for six months to simplify the
critical pump station commissioning
phase. Remote access brings all
status, alarming and adjustability
available through the on-unit
touchscreen directly to Metropolitan
and the operator’s computer or
mobile device. All alarms, sent by
SMS or email, can even be remotely
acknowledged, letting the operator
know when remote or on-site access
may be required.
The real measure of success
for a booster pump may be its
performance in the field, but
at Metropolitan we know that
performance often hinges on
an operator’s ability to provide
necessary servicing. And with the
XTB, we are making the operator’s
job easier than ever by providing a
much needed boost.
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SENSING A
CONNECTION
By: John Bray

ou are on vacation, the sun
is shining, the sand is warm,
and life is good. At home, it
has been raining for two days and
you could not be happier to be away
from the gray and gloom. However,
in the back of your mind there is also
a little voice saying, “I hope the sump
pump is able to keep up.”
More often than not, a sump
pump does its job. When it
does not, the backup pump
kicks in and helps out until
the issue can be resolved.
The odds of something
going wrong while on vacation
are no greater than they are at
other times (at work, asleep, etc.),
but when a pump fails and no
one is around to hear the alarm,
costly damage becomes a very real
possibility. Even in an unfinished
basement, water can create
problems. However, you cannot
always be home to wait for the
alarm and, even if you hear it, a beep
does not tell you what is actually
happening. Did the power go out? Is
the battery dead? Did my pump fail?
Is my house flooding?
At Metropolitan, we understand
that life often takes you elsewhere
and you may not have the time to
problem solve in a pinch. That is why
we designed the Ion+ Connect digital
level controller with ion sensor to be
your eyes and ears when you are at
home or elsewhere. And it is a pretty
smart system, too.
A Full Suite of Services
Designed to work with either a
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The new, Ion+ Connect with text notifications.

residential sump or sewage ejector
pump, every Ion+ Connect leverages
the power of the revolutionary Ion
level sensor to ensure accurate
alerts.

works with your mobile device.
Modern Connectivity
Though a sump or sewage ejector
pump may not initially sound like
the most exciting IoT (Internet of
things) smart home accessory, it
could quickly become the most
useful and cost saving device in your
home. This system allows you to
configure up to 10 different phones
to receive alerts that are sent via
SMS text notifications. Whether you
are asleep in bed, across the street,
or across the country, real time SMS
alerts keep you aware of issues and,
as with the notifications themselves,
you can customize how the alerts are
received: all at once (Alert Mode) or
one at a time (Dialer Mode). The unit
can even be programed to alert both
the homeowner and the contractor/
plumber for faster service.

Out of the box, the Ion+ Connect
comes with an array of default
notifications related to pump failure,
water level, temperature, and power,
including amperage draw alerts
that are unique to our system. There
are fourteen default alerts, each
marked with an audible and visual
(LED) status alert, that can also be
customized to your preference to
ensure that the sensor works best for
you. To further enhance ease of use,
the Ion+ Connect is designed to be
as versatile as possible. In addition
to being fully compatible with all
components in the Ion family,
including the Ion StormPro pump
and Sumpro battery backup system,
the sensor also works with most
So why did we choose SMS
existing pumps. The real magic of the cellular over Wi-Fi? The answer is
Ion+ Connect, however, is how well it
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simple: Power outages. While Wi-Fi
connectivity continues to take the
smart-home world by storm, and
for good reason, the engineers at
Metropolitan recognized that a
power outage would probably be
the worst time for the Ion+ Connect
to lose connectivity. With cellular
service remaining unaffected by a
power outage at home, the detection
system can continue to function.
And, if needed, Metropolitan’s
antenna kit can help ensure cellular
connectivity even in the farthest back
corner of the basement. The Ion+
Connect also has a battery to keep
notifications coming during power
outages.
Mobile Controls
Alerts are great, but they will only
get you so far. Fortunately, with the
unique mobile connectivity of the
Ion+ Connect, alarms can also be
recognized right from a connected
smart phone. Or, if things seem to be
running smoothly and you just want
to make sure all is well, a pump test
can even be initiated without ever
laying a finger on the pump itself.
In other words, you practically have
full control of your pump right in the
palm of your hand.
Of course, every Ion+ Connect
is also built to the same high
quality standards that have made
Metropolitan Industries what it is
today and, with fully customizable
set points up to 72”, the unit can
control nearly any pit. With all
those customization options, it is
easy to see how the Ion+ Connect
connects seamlessly to your phone,
your home, and your life on-the-go,
providing peace of mind at home
and away.
To learn more about the Ion+
Connect and the entire Ion
Technologies family of products, visit
ionproducts.net.

METERING CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION
Since our founding, Metropolitan Industries has been motivated by one
central focus: A job well done. Though it would be nice if the criteria
that marks “well done” were as easy to measure as gallons per minute,
horsepower, or pressure, we set the bar well above these basic quantifiable
measurements.
At Metropolitan, we believe that the true measure of success comes in the way
of the customer experience during the project and long after it is complete. To
help ensure that our customers experience the very best from our products
and services, be it pumps, control systems, or related equipment, we keep in
touch. Sometimes, however, our customers reach out to us to let us know that
things are going well, and those are some of our favorite emails.
Last year, we worked on a lift station project for a global consumer products
company that was looking to update their infrastructure to meet the growing
demands of their wastewater flow. More specifically, this customer wanted
more reliable equipment that would allow for closer monitoring and more
accurate effluent water metering. To meet these needs, Metropolitan
engineers worked closely with the customer to design a custom control
building that would be manufactured to their specifications. In addition to
meeting flow requirements, the three-room building needed to include space
and equipment for water monitoring, including one room with two samplers
for constant testing. After delivery and hands on training with Metropolitan
engineers, the system was quickly up and running. However, the real story
here is one of continued success.
This customer recently emailed to say that the quality and accuracy of our lift
station and its unique prefabricated control building – built entirely indoors at
Metropolitan’s Illinois facility – allowed the company to recognize more than
a 50% decrease in flow rates compared to the old equipment that was overmeasuring. This, in turn, led to a sharp 40% decrease in their sewer bill.
For us, that is a job well done. Even without the quantifiable details – which
are impressive, to say the least – knowing that the customer is satisfied tells us
we really hit the mark.
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GIVING
OAK BROOK
A LIFT
By: John Bray
The prefabricated house built at Metropolitan, complete with control system and generator is delivered and placed on-site in Oak Brook, IL.

ather than digging deeper
trenches for gravity sewers –
a process that can become
costly due to associated excavation
costs – lift stations move wastewater
from lower to higher elevations.
Though the basic components of lift
stations, including wet wells, valve
vaults, and dry-pits, have remained
fairly consistent over the last several
decades, technology, design, and
construction methods have also
improved, leading to better lift
station options from the standpoint
of maintenance, functionality, and
safety.
Recently, the city of Oak Brook,
Illinois, in conjunction with Flagg
Creek Water Reclamation District
(WRD), evaluated the aging
infrastructure on its collection
system and decided it was time
to modernize two of its aging lift
stations by upgrading the system
to be more powerful, more reliable,
and easier to maintain. However,
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moving from two duplex (2 pump)
stations to a single triplex (3 pump)
station is a fairly larger undertaking.
When seeking proposals for this
project, the city needed to ensure
that design and execution of the new
lift station would progress seamlessly
and without interruption to the
existing stations (until after the new
system was fully operational). This
demanding scenario meant, in turn,
that the contractor selected for this
project would need to be able to rely
on a respected name for the station’s
most critical components.

for serving. Second, as these stations
live in the elements, weather can add
to construction delays, especially
in regions affected by sub-zero
temperatures in the winter. In the
long run, both of these factors can
lead to increased costs, be it from
a lack of coordination or extended
delays.

In Oak Brook and elsewhere,
Metropolitan Industries solves both
of these challenges. With 60 years
of experience in the industry, we
are proud to offer single source
responsibility. For the new “Midwest/
A Single Source for Responsibility Tall Tress” lift station, that meant
providing all guide rail components
Often times, the design and
in the wet well, custom access
construction of a lift station faces
hatches, discharge elbows at the
a couple primary challenges. First,
base, three 48hp pumps, level
if the necessary components are
controls, flow meters, and our
sourced from multiple manufacturers unique above ground control station.
(e.g. pumps from Company A,
Here, the contractor provided the
controls from Company B, etc.),
concrete wet well and valve vault,
responsibility is spread out, making
but Metropolitan can provide those
it confusing to determine who to call as well (fiberglass, coated steel, or
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Interior of the Oak Brook prefabricated house.

stainless steel) if the project requires/ eliminate this hazard and ease
servicing, we moved the controls
allows.
above ground using Metropolitan’s
In addition to the peace of mind that complete control building solution.
results in a single, trusted supplier,
With a full range of customization
sourcing all critical components from options – including PLC controls,
Metropolitan simplifies servicing for
UL listings, exterior finishes, cranes,
the owner. In fact, Metropolitan’s
and generators such as the 175
24/7 service and large parts
kW natural gas generator installed
inventory makes the entire servicing in this precast concrete building,
process as seamless as possible.
our rooms offer complete control
However, being all too familiar with
solutions. This simplifies yearthe burden of Midwestern winters,
round servicing and improves the
we take the idea of “under one roof” operator experience and equipment
a step further.
reliability. Though we also offer
solutions that do not include the
One Roof Under One Roof
full building, this approach can
often prolong equipment life and
The existing Flagg Creek WRD lift
save money in the long run. Best
stations were aging and therefore
of all, every Metropolitan control
costly to maintain due to the
room is 100% prefabricated and not
frequency of maintenance required
weather dependent at the time of
and the number of municipal
construction or installation.
employees required to complete
the tasks. In part, this was due to
By building every control station
the old lift stations relying on a dry
on-site inside Metropolitan’s Illinois
pit/wet pit design, which created
facility, weather delays become a
a confined entry workspace. To

thing of the past. This full service
approach allows us to ensure the
quality of every cubic foot, rain or
shine, while decreasing the need for
field labor and producing a “plugand-play” system that can then be
shipped to the lift station site and
connected with ease. For Flagg
Creek, this prefabricated, custom
approach also helped to ensure
the new lift station could be up and
running as quickly as possible with
minimal field work required.
Today, local residents and the Flagg
Creek WRD can rely on a system
that is prepared to handle the future
growth of the area, and the district
can rest easy knowing the new
system was designed specifically for
them and built with precision. Now
it is probably fair to say that things
are more up to date for the residents
of Oak Brook and we were happy
to be part of the team that worked
diligently to make that possible.
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Metropolitan
Industries, Inc.
37 Forestwood Drive
Romeoville, IL 60446

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AND CHECK YOUR EMAIL FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION & UPDATES
REGISTER BY PHONE
(815) 886-9200 ext. 260

SEMINARS 2017

REGISTER ONLINE AT
www.metropolitanind.com/training

Are you interested in attending one of our 2017 seminars for continuing education or professional development hours? Future dates will be
released at a later time, so please check in at www.metropolitanind.com/training for updated schedules. All seminars are conducted at our
facility in Romeoville, Ill. For complete descriptions, enrollment information and how we can bring courses to your facility visit our website. All
courses are free of charge and lunch is always provided.
Municipal Classes
Every Municipal class is registered for
4 CEUs (IEPA*) & 4 PDHs***.

Commercial Classes
Every Commercial class is registered for
different hours of CEUs (ILDPH**) & PDHs***.

•Monitoring & Control Of Today’s Pumping System
Wednesday, July 12 - 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
Wednesday, October 18 - 9:00 am - 2:00 pm

•Condensate Return Units
Wednesday, August 9 - 3:00 pm - 6:00 pm
This class is registered for 3 PDHs***
•Commercial Sump & Sewage Pumps
Wednesday, May 31 - 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm or
Wednesday, September 6 - 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
This class is registered for 4 CEUs (ILDPH**), 4 PDHs***

•Design Advancements and Upgrades for Pump
Stations
Wednesday, August 23 - 9:00 am - 2:00 pm
Wednesday, November 8 - 9:00 am - 2:00 pm

*Illinois Environmental Protection Agency

•Temperature Control & Water Heater Designs
Wednesday, September 20 - 9:00 am - 2:00
pm
This class is registered for 4 CEUs (ILDPH**), 4
PDHs***
•Pressure Reducing Valves- Domestic Hot Water
and Commercial Plumbing
Wednesday, October 25 - 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
This class is registered for 4 CEUs (ILDPH**), 4
PDHs***

**Illinois Department of Public Health
***Professional Development Hours

Where: Metropolitan Industries, Inc 37 Forestwood Drive. Romeoville, IL 60446
Visit Our Website And Check Your Email For Updates

